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Lindsay Carey

Alice agent steps up
to the national stage
Steve Menzies

Lindsay Carey, from Elders Alice Springs,
was among eight Territorian finalists in the

Real Estate Institute of Australia 2011
National Awards for Excellence.
The presentation was held at a gala event at
the Marriott Hotel on the Gold Coast last
month.
The awards feature the winners of each of the
individual state and territory awards for
professional excellence and recognise
professionalism across Australia in real estate.
Mr Carey said: ‘‘It was an honour to be there.
‘‘It was great to meet some of the more
established people in the industry including

talking to the Rural Salesman of the Year, who
was from Victoria.
‘‘Meeting successful people in the industry
from outside Alice Springs was a good eye-
opener.
‘‘I have been in real estate for two years and
it was definitely the right career move for me.
‘‘It is always a great challenge — an interesting
and rewarding career.’’
Mr Carey was a finalist in the achievement
award for people who have been in the
industry for less than two years.
Against the ‘‘best of the best’’ Australia-wide,
NT agents shone with eight featured on the
night in a range of categories.

Real Estate Institute of NT chief executive
officer Quentin Kilian said: ‘‘We must
remember that not everyone who gets
nominated for the national awards even
makes it through as a finalist.
‘‘So to get eight of our members through as
finalists is fantastic.
’’When you see the calibre of the national
competition it’s clear that the Territory is able
to compete on the same level as some of the
bigger, more established agencies from
around Australia, and we’re able to do this
very well.
‘‘The REINT is proud of its members who
achieved these accolades on a national stage.’’

No new move in rates

Katrina Parrington

As was widely anticipated the Reserve Bank held the
cash rate at 4.75 per cent at its March meeting.

Governor Glenn Steves issued a statement: ‘‘Inflation is
consistent with the medium-term objective of monetary
policy, having declined significantly from its peak in
2008.
‘‘These moderate outcomes are being assisted by the
high level of the exchange rate, the earlier decline in
wages growth and strong competition in some key
markets, which have worked to offset large rises in
utilities prices.’’
At this time none of the major banks have hinted at an
interest rate rise but Alice Springs Elders Home Loans
owner and finance/mortgage broker Katrina Parrington
said they had been quietly lowering their fixed-interest
rates for some weeks — all good news for home owners.
She said: ‘‘The National Australia Bank’s recent
advertising campaign claiming to break up with the
other major banks (ANZ, Commonwealth and
Westpac), apart from being quite humorous, is good
news for Australian homeowners.
‘‘The campaign aimed to separate the NAB from the
other big four banks through its offer to pay the $700
exit fee from Westpac and Commonwealth Bank
customers who switch their home loan to NAB.’’
Westpac hit back by dropping its application fee and
offering discounts of up to 0.8 per cent on some home
loans.
CBA has also answered the call with attractive
discounts of up to 0.95 per cent being offered to
consumers based on total borrowings and LVRs as.
The Blue Team, ANZ went to the market place about
the same time as NAB with competitive interest-rate
deductions on both their fixed and variable loans
BankSA/St George have just joined the fray.
Ms Parrington said: ‘‘For homeowners this jousting
between the banks is leading to some serious bank
competition which has resulted in increased interest in

variable loans because of the attractive rates currently
on offer and the incentives being offered by most of the
major banks.
‘‘While this is a good thing, borrowers should tread
carefully and do their homework before taking up
promotions off the back of these major advertising
campaigns.
‘‘If you’re in the market for a new mortgage, it is much
wiser to focus on underlying interest rates, as they will
have the biggest impact on the long-term cost of your
home loan.’’

New guarantee to break the
shackles of a selling contract

One local real estate agency is
offering what is believed to

be a first for an agent in this area
— a Guarantee of Performance to
people selling their properties.
Announcing the introduction of
its new guarantee Caela Zeneth
(left) from Professionals
Stephanie Hart Real Estate said
the guarantee was designed to
prevent a situation where sellers
were ‘‘locked’’ in to one agent
against their will.
She said: ‘‘It’s often a nerve-
racking job selling.
‘‘Sometimes the agent and the
owner don’t always see eye to eye.
‘‘We often hear of cases where the
owner is unhappy with his agent

and wants to change but can’t
because he is locked in to a
contract for a certain period of
time.’’
In cases like this an owner has
only two choices — either stay
with the agent he is not happy
with or withdraw the property for
sale.
Ms Zeneth said: ‘‘Well, not with
us. We set out in writing what we
are going to do for an owner and
if we don’t live up to our
promises then the owner can give
us notice to fix the problem or he
can sack us if we don’t.’’
Asked if she had ever had any
owners who were unhappy when
she was their agent, Ms Zeneth

said straight away: ‘‘I certainly
have.

‘‘When you sell as many
properties as we do at
Professionals Alice Springs you
get the occasional person who
might be unhappy.

‘‘In fact I had one the other day.

‘‘The majority of our owners are
very happy and this guarantee
now makes sure that we can offer
an even better service.

‘‘The team at Professionals
Stephanie Hart Real Estate has
come up with something that is
aimed at taking the stress out of
selling property in a tough
market.’’

Tips for sound investment
Property has always been a popular

investment option in Australia,
particularly investing in residential
units or houses.
It is an asset class that has historically,
over the long term, produced a
reasonable return.
Here are some tips to help:
Location
For a successful investment, you must
acquire the right property in the right
location at the keenest possible price
and with its long-term viability in mind
— in both terms of good rental
potential and capital growth.
Check for proximity to transport
facilities, schools, shopping centres,
sports and entertainment facilities.
The property needs to be located in a
safe, clean, attractive environment and
preferably the area will have an already-
established high rental demand.
Buy quality
The quality of the property is crucial.
The building must be appropriate for
the market.
It should be well-built and have low-
maintenance buildings and external
areas (check that the gardens and any
other outdoor areas are in good order).
Irrespective of the type of property you
buy, a pre-purchase building
inspection and pest inspection are a
must.
Gross versus net returns
Long-term capital growth is highly
desirable when investing in property,
but on a year-by-year basis you will also

receive income in the form of rent.
Understand the difference between
your gross return (rent) and your net
return (the rent minus your
investment expenses).
The net return (or loss) is the figure
that helps you to understand how your
investment is travelling.
Triggers for failure
Some common triggers for failure
include:
n The purchase price was too high.
n The property is in an area of low
capital growth potential.
n The maintenance costs are too high.
n The rental income is too low.
n Vacancy periods are too long or too
many.
n The loan taken out was structured
wrongly.
n Some tax deductions are missed.
Top tips
n Avoid buying a property on impulse;
spend time researching the area that
you are considering thoroughly before
you commit to a purchase.
n Pay for an independent property
valuation before you buy.
n Also get independent advice on the
sale contract before you sign.
n Remember that interest costs and
property-related expenses are tax
deductible.
n Speak with your accountant about
the issue of depreciation.
n Have a long-term view.
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